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Our environmental and energy policy

ERCO Greenology ®
Light is the fourth dimension of architecture –
we improve society and architecture with light!
Infrastructure and processes
We consider economic, energy and environmentally relevant aspects during the initial
project planning or modernisation and procurement of new plants and facilities. We
consistently take care to act in a resourceAs part of our set of values, excellence (of light) conserving and sustainable manner and
is what drives us and also expresses our comstrive to achieve low-emission and low-waste
mient to the highest standards of economic,
production processes.
social and environmental responsibility, the
sustainable balance of which we strive to
A learning organisation
achieve.
We are committed to continuously improving
our energy and environmental management
"Touch the earth lightly", the motto of the
architect Glenn Murcutt, who was accoladed
system. Compliance with binding obligations
for both management systems as well as
for environmentally conscious construction,
has also been adopted by us. Our actions have the training and consistent motivation of
employees are a matter of course for ERCO.
an impact on the environment. The goal of
our company-wide environmental and energy We set ourselves ambitious annual objectives
policy is to keep our footprint as minimal as
and regularly review the achievement of these
possible.
objectives in order to continuously improve
our environmental and energy-related perA focus on our customers
formance.
We have always been mindful of using natural
resources in careful and sustainable ways. Our
customers increasingly expect this self-evident
approach to be backed up by corresponding
proof confirming the sustainable added value
of our environmental protection topics.
In line with this vision, the development and
production of our lighting tools is guided by
the four thematic fields of "ERCO Greenology":
Innovation, effectiveness, efficiency and
sustainability

Products
We develop our products sustainably and efficiently utilise energy and resources. The targeted use of environmentally friendly materials,
advanced lighting technology and long-life,
energy-efficient LED modules means our
products are state of the art.

www.erco.com/greenology

